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1. In Asinht you speak of a "remory of etartlieo strangeness" (Insiglit, wili).	 Could
pni;igig this to Bergeon's notion of 	 feeTheod , xmorl," and 'to i:46 -harae,12utics ,...Yi

glUgp1d04 and recovery?

?. Could you spell out yoo• Vt:IN/3 on the impor'eance of art for human living, and on what
you mean by the priority of poetry?	 Could you relate this to tha work of Progoff?

3. Fields of inquiry like literaey criticism require dialectics and foundations: 	 but
these are theological tasks, 	 Could you comment on the difficulties implicit here:
the challenge to the critic of enlargement of horizon;	 the challenge to the theologian
of literary modernity.

4. Could you comment on the difficulty of the theologian's task of reflecting on the
significance of religion in a culture matrix, when that matrix is laced through with
the blossoms and briars of iiodern science and scholarship?

5. You speak of the unrevisable revisor in Insight. 	 In what sense can we speak of
unrevisability in relation to the fundamentEfUistinctions and circuits of your econonic
analysis?

6. Phil flcShane states on p. 1, from the foundations of the four conversions, that "preseni
schemes of education, commerce and power are predominantly arl	 epiphany of 'the murderous
grotesque of our time 	 Th 	 religiously and morally converteu political activist would
agree,	 Bot to communicete to this activist—not	 he fanatic, but the religiously and
morally converted activist--the need for intellecual and psychic conversion, and the
complemeWarity of our concerns with those of such an activist is a very difficult
task,	 Do you have any suggestions as to how we con establish the legitimacy of our
long-range work in the eyes of the religiously and MiWiTri-Ccinverted activist (e.g.,
the Catholic Worker movement) and the complementarity of our concerns with theirs?

7. Could you speak of aesthetic and psychic conversion as undertow to the transformation
of mind and culture?

8. Would you comment on the search for universal in 'tanguage in the -tJocly of Chomsky and
indicate the strategy of critically integrating the work of Ricoeur and Levi-Strauss
into your own methodological perpective.

9. Would you spell out the differences between and the relations of hermeneutics and
communications?
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